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#StopAdani
One of the suggestions from the Canberra
meeting that I attended was an “Out of
Order” sticker campaign targeted at Westpac.
The idea would be that people would print
an “out of order” sign and then stick it up
next to a Westpac ATM. To be effective
we need to be able to coordinate a lot of
people to put up signs at a lot of ATMs.
People would register there interest and
we would then email them to take action
so that we can get lots of ATMs done
overnight.
To make it more interesting, we would
have a website that displays every ATM in
Victoria. Once an ATM was “stickered”
people would upload a photo and the ATM
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See you tonight
at the
#StopAdani
roadshow.
It is booked out
with over 1,400
people going!
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Franciscus Henri’s cartoon didn’t make it.
Here’s one I found on the net. A bit dated, but I like it ...
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#StopAdani (cont)
would change from red to green.
I spent some time mocking up a sample
website using Google Maps, and it was
surprisingly easy! There is a sample
display below.
If you want to try it, visit
www.diydoubleglaze.com.au/map6.html
My program is very basic, using static
HTML. It needs to be updated to interface to a database. We just update the
database to change the display. I would
love to hear from anyone who would
like to help with the web coding.. Hopefully they know more than I do!
Also, I am keen to hear from anyone
who would like to join my work force of
“ATM redecorators”. Maybe it's your first
opportunity to take Direct Action!
There are also likely to be a lot of background jobs. For instance, I need to
locate the address, longitude and lati-
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tude of every ATM in Victoria. I spent about
20 minutes and documented 20 of them.
Anyone who would be interested in assisting
is welcome.
I am even contemplating a simple trial run
for Westpac’s 20th birthday which is on April
8th. This would run with the web page I
have already made. People would email me
photos and I would upload them to the web
page.
So, if you are really concerned about Adani
and want to do something that could grow
into a major action, please get back to me.

H a z e lwo od f i n a l ly c l os e s
It is good to see that Hazelwood has finally
closed. It will cause a short term price increase in power and I do feel sorry for the
workers that have lost their jobs. However the
increased price will drive investment in renewable which will hopefully bring prices down
again
It will (hopefully) highlight the need for a
structured nation wide program to close all
the coal fired power stations.

Sample display of my web page. Great selfie!

